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Abstract 
Several southern Illinois high schools began to adopt the block schedule format in the 
1990s. This schedule alternative was a change from the traditional schedule of six or 
seven classes per day. The effects of the implementation of this schedule had not been 
evaluated. This study fulfilled that need. 
The study, which took place in the spring of 1997, surveyed teachers' perceptions in 
the four southern Illinois high schools using a block schedule. These high schools were 
Benton High School, Eldorado High School, Mt. Vernon Township High School, and 
Pinckneyville High School, all located south of Interstate 64. Responses to the survey 
were received from 129 out of a possible 210 teachers. 
Teachers' perceptions indicated that block scheduling did not improve course 
enrollments. Respondents indicated a decrease in course enrollments. However, 
information was not secured regarding the number of courses offered. Teachers' 
perceptions indicated that block scheduling did improve student cumulative grade point 
averages. Teachers' perceptions also indicated that block scheduling did improve student 
discipline. Respondents indicated that they were making fewer discipline referrals overall, 
and that a majority of teachers made no more than five referrals. The greatest advantage 
reported for the high school block schedule in southern Illinois was the additional 
instructional time available for each class. Other reported advantages were improvement 
in the quality of instruction and a reduction of stress in the educational setting. 
The greatest disadvantage to the high school block schedule in southern Illinois was 
the difficulty created by student and teacher absences. Other reported disadvantages were 
the overall reduction in instructional minutes and the students' ability to assume 
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responsibility for their assignments and retain their newly acquired knowledge. 
The block schedule was overwhelmingly recommended by the teachers in the four 
high schools in southern Illinois that use it. Justifications for this recommendation were an 
improvement in the quality of instruction, the creation of a less stressful educational 
environment, and the implementation of an innovative schedule concept. Other southern 
Illinois high schools would be well advised to consider this scheduling alternative. 
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Chapter 1 
Overview of the Problem 
Administrative concerns for improvement in high school schedule flexibility had led 
to the implementation of the block schedule in some southern Illinois high schools. The 
success of these block schedules had not been ascertained. Therefore, a need existed for 
the formal evaluation of the block schedules in southern Illinois high schools. This study 
was conducted in fulfillment of this need. 
Background 
l 
In response to national reports such as A Nation at Risk (United States National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) and the concerns of business and industry 
regarding the decline in quality of the Illinois work force, Illinois examined the then-
existing educational programs and system. In 1985 the Illinois State Legislature 
responded with educational reform legislation which mandated changes in the education of 
Illinois students. Such changes included the establishment of state goals for learning in 
fundamental learning areas, state performance standards, and standards for admission to 
state universities (Illinois Association of School Boards, 1988). 
Southern Illinois school districts have undergone several changes in curriculum and 
instruction in response to these mandates for school improvement and educational reform. 
One frequently expressed concern among high school personnel has been the limitation 
resulting from the traditional six or seven period class schedules in efforts to comply with 
these new state mandates. Students find it difficult to schedule the academic high school 
classes needed to fulfill the state university admissions requirements and also access the 
vocational electives that business and industry recommend for a quality workforce. 
Administrators are challenged to provide the courses needed to address the goals for 
learning in the fundamental learning areas. 
Administrators have also been challenged to improve student academic performance 
within their schools. This challenge has most recently been expressed through redefined 
performance standards that address the Illinois State Goal Assessments and the fact that 
the results of these tests have been made available to the public (Illinois State Board of 
Education, 1997). Therefore, a need exists to improve student academic performance. 
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Administrators are also required to provide a safe environment that is conducive to 
learning. This environment must not only be structurally sound; it must also be non-
threatening, nurturing, and secure. This establishes a need to create an academic structure 
that is minimally disruptive. 
One response to these concerns has been the establishment of block schedules in 
southern Illinois high schools. Since the implementation of these block schedules, few 
attempts have been made to formally evaluate their effectiveness. The need for formal 
evaluation exists in order to provide other southern Illinois high schools with necessary 
information. The results of such an evaluation could be used in the consideration of 
implementing block schedules in other southern Illinois high schools. 
Statement of the Problem 
The existence of block schedules in southern Illinois high schools is increasing. 
Murphysboro High School will initiate a block schedule in the 1997-98 school year and 
investigation of the block schedule began at Vienna High School in 1996-97. The reasons 
for the implementation of this schedule design are varied. They include seeking schedule 
flexibility, improved student academic performance, and improvement in the educational 
environment. The success of the block schedule in meeting these expectations had not 
1- een evaluated in this geographic area. The purpose of this study was to gather survey 
information obtained from teachers in southern Illinois high schools with block schedules. 
This information was evaluated to ascertain southern Illinois teachers' perceptions 
regarding the impact of block scheduling on student enrollments, student grade point 
averages, and the number of discipline referrals. The study also ascertained the 
advantages and disadvantages of the block schedule along with recommendations and/or 
non-recommendations for implementation in other southern Illinois high schools. 
Research Questions 
This study was designed to evaluate the high school block schedule in southern 
Illinois. The information gained from this study can be an important factor in the 
consideration of the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools. 
The study was designed to address teachers' perceptions regarding the following 
research questions: 
1. What effect does block scheduling have on student enrollment in classes as 
compared to student enrollment when traditional scheduling was used? 
2. What effect does block scheduling have on students' grade point averages as 
compared to students' grade point averages when traditional scheduling was used? 
3. What effect does block scheduling have on the number of discipline referrals as 
compared to the number of discipline referrals when traditional scheduling was used? 
4. What are the advantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
5. What are the disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
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teachers using the block scheduling? 
6. To what extent do southern Illinois teachers currently using block scheduling 
recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools? 
Assumptions 
4 
It was assumed that any changes in class enrollment, cumulative grade point average, 
and student discipline referrals were attributed to the implementation of the block 
schedule. 
It was also assumed that all models of the block schedule, be they blocked alternate 
day, 4X4 semester, or a customized block, would yield similar results. 
Limitations 
There are many other variables that could be considered in determining the success of 
block schedules in southern Illinois high schools. Such variables include, but are not 
limited to, modifications in curriculum and instruction, teacher preparation time, and the 
inclusion of special needs populations in the block schedule. These variables were beyond 
the scope of this study. 
Delimitations 
The sample was limited to high schools with block schedules in the eight southern 
Illinois Regional Offices of Education south of Interstate 64. There are high schools 
throughout the United States that have implemented the block schedule. The perceptions 
of professional educators outside the southern Illinois geographic region were not 
included in this study, as they have been recorded and evaluated in other studies. 
The respondents were limited to teachers who had work experience with the high 
school block schedule. The perceptions of administrators, students, parents, and 
community members in southern Illinois high schools with block schedules were not 
addressed in this study. 
Definition of Terms 
The following operational definitions used in this study are presented here: 
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Block schedule. A daily schedule that is organized into blocks oftime greater than 90 
minutes to allow flexibility for instructional activities (Canady & Rettig, 1995a). 
Carnegie standard schedule. The traditional high school schedule based upon the 
Carnegie unit, usually six or seven class periods per day. 
Copernican plan. A form of block scheduling designed and piloted by Joseph Carroll 
in 1989, and so named because it challenged the high school schedule that was structured 
on the Carnegie unit. Classes are taught for longer periods of time, and they meet for only 
part of the school year (Carroll, 1994). 
Educational environment. Learning environment as indicated by the reported number 
of discipline referrals in the ranges of0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-19, and 20 or more. 
Eight block schedule. A form of block scheduling in which students and teachers 
meet their classes every other day for extended time blocks. Typically, half of the classes 
may meet on one day and the other halfmeet the next day (Canady & Rettig, 1995a). 
4X4 block schedule. A form of block scheduling in which students enroll in four 
courses which meet for approximately 90 minutes every day for 90 days. A formerly "year 
long" course is completed in one semester, and students enroll in four new courses for the 
second semester (Canady & Rettig, 1995a). 
Southern Illinois high schools. Those high schools located south oflnterstate 64 and 
serviced by the eight southern Regional Offices of Education. These are Regional Offices 
ofEducation #2, #13, #20, #21, #25, #30, #45 and #50. 
Student academic performance. Student achievement as indicated by the reported 
cumulative grade point average ranges of 4.5 or more, 4.0-4.4, 3.5-3.9, 3.0-3.4, and 2.9 
or less. 
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Student enrollment. Annual student enrollment as indicated by the reported ranges of 
0-99, 100-149, 150-199, 200-249, and 250 or more. 
Trimester block schedule. A form of block schedule where students enroll in two 
core courses and one elective course every 60 days (Canady & Rettig, 1995b). 
Uniqyeness of the Study 
There was little reported evidence on the impact of block scheduling in high schools 
in Illinois. What had been published was for schools outside the southern Illinois area. 
The number of schools with block schedules in southern Illinois was limited. However, 
the number considering this alternative had been increasing. Southern Illinois high schools 
with block schedules have shared a common experience. The purpose of the study was to 
record and evaluate the perceptions of teachers with experience in southern Illinois high 
school block schedules. 
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Chapter 2 
Rationale, Review of Related Literature and Research 
The traditional high school schedule has been a common concept bonding American 
high schools for over 100 years. It was developed in the 1890s in response to the 
National Education Association's Committee of Ten report which recommended that 
every American high school student focus on six subject areas in each of their four years in 
school. Prior to the 1890s American academies were known to offer subjects in blocks of 
time (Gorman, 1971). 
The traditional high school schedule, supported by the adoption of the Carnegie unit 
of standard measure for high school work, has served the American educational system 
well in the past century. However, reports such as A Nation At Risk (United States 
National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) have caused education 
professionals to focus on all areas of the educational delivery system such as 
administration, instruction, curriculum, learning theories, support services, facilities, and 
financial equity. Most recently, even the Carnegie standard schedule has been a topic of 
focus. Research has been initiated on alternative forms of scheduling in which classes are 
taught for longer periods of time and meet for only part of the school year (Carroll, 1994). 
Rationale 
Southern Illinois high schools have begun to consider schedule alternatives. Among 
other things, their motivation has been a desire to improve schedule flexibility, improve 
student academic performance, and improve the educational environment. 
The block schedule has been a topic of much investigation. Southern Illinois teachers 
have been asked to review available literature on block schedules, to attend inservice 
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workshops on block schedules, and visit high schools that operate on a block schedule. 
However, teachers have still found it difficult to make a commitment to a schedule change. 
A missing source of information has been a systematic study on the perceptions of the 
southern Illinois teachers that have experience with the high school block schedule. This 
information could be important because they are co-professional educators. It was, 
therefore, important to study teachers' perceptions of the impact of block scheduling on 
student enrollments, student grade point averages, and the number of discipline referrals. 
Review of Related Literature 
A block schedule is a daily schedule organized into blocks ohime greater than 90 
minutes to allow flexibility for instructional activities (Canady & Rettig, 1995a). A block 
schedule can take many different forms such as eight block, 4x4 block, or trimester plan. 
On an eight block schedule, students and teachers meet their classes every other day for 
extended time. Students and teachers meet half of their classes one day and the other half 
the next day. On a 4x4 block students enroll in four courses which meet for extended time 
for 90 days. Teachers usually teach three courses each semester. A traditionally year-long 
course is completed in one semester. The trimester plan offers students two core courses 
and an elective course every 60 days. Each of these Copernican forms can have many 
variations designed to accommodate the needs of the school. Therefore, a block schedule 
can vary from school to school. 
There are many reasons for a school to consider a block schedule format. Such 
reasons include extra time for class projects, a less fragmented curriculum, and more 
opportunities to accommodate variations in learning styles (Francka & Lindsey, 1995). 
The block schedule provides a more appropriate learning environment because less 
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instructional time is lost in transition. Teachers' and students' working conditions are 
improved. Teachers meet fewer classes and fewer students in each day. Students have an 
opportunity for more individualized instruction and teacher contact. These changes have 
been associated with an improvement in student academic performance (Rettig & Canady, 
1996). These are definite strengths in terms of curriculum and instruction. Block 
schedules have been reported to reduce discipline problems because less time is needed for 
movement from class to class. This has contributed to a more relaxed atmosphere which 
is conducive to a more positive educational environment. 
There are reasons for concern with a block schedule. This schedule does not 
accommodate student or teacher absences dfectively, as a missed class day is often the 
equivalent of two or three class periods on a traditional schedule. Transfer students may 
also experience difficulty. The argument could be made that a Copernican schedule would 
allow more opportunites for transient students to begin classes (Carroll, 1994). However, 
transient students may experience difficulty as they fluctuate between a Carnegie and a 
Copernican schedule. This could be especially true for students in the 4x4 block schedule. 
The block schedule requires staff development opportunities to allow teachers to learn and 
adapt to the instruction styles needed to fill longer class periods. Teachers must change 
the way they teach, and this often requires more preparation time to develop new 
instructional techniques and units (Wyatt, 1996). There is also a concern for the less 
motivated student. The longer class periods are not always the best form of instruction for 
these individuals. This concern can be extended to the special needs students and their 
mandated inclusion. These students require particular attention within the block schedule 
because they often lack the organizational skills and sense of responsibility that are 
required to manage a high school block schedule. 
Review of Related Research 
There are published reports on the success of the high school block schedule in the 
east such as Orange County, Virginia (Edwards Jr., 1995) and the west such as Wasson 
High School in Colorado Springs, Colorado (O'Neill, 1995). Orange County reported 
that students were completing more courses, and grades have improved (Edwards Jr., 
1995). Wasson High School reported that block schedules were more flexible and had 
contributed to a decrease in discipline problems (O'Neill, 1995). 
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There are also reports of successful high school block schedules in the Midwest 
(Hackmann, 1995). A Kansas City, Missouri, school goes so far as to offer 
recommendations or guidelines for implementing block scheduling based upon its success 
with the format. Such suggestions include the involvement of everyone in the decision-
making process, a budgetary impact review, time devoted to faculty inservice, and an 
evaluation component (Hackmann, 1995). However, there is little published research on 
the success of the block schedule in southern Illinois. 
Southern Illinois schools are subject to curriculum mandates resulting from the state's 
demands for school accountability, and state-imposed college admissions requirements. 
Southern Illinois schools are also being challenged by the state's concerns for student 
performance at or above the approved standards (Illinois State Board of Education, 1997). 
The educational environment remains a focus for concern as schools address the issues of 
aging and overcrowded facilities in a social climate of increasing conflict and abuse. It is 
in response to these concerns that this study was designed. 
General Design of the Study 
Chapter 3 
Design of the Study 
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The teachers of the four high schools with block schedules serviced by the eight 
southern Illinois Regional Offices of Education were surveyed regarding their perceptions 
concerning the effects of block scheduling, which served as the independent variable. The 
dependent variables of student enrollment, student grade point average, and number of 
discipline referrals were addressed in the research questions. The survey provided data to 
answer the following six research questions: 
1. What effect does block scheduling have on student enrollment in classes as 
compared to student enrollment when traditional scheduling was used? 
2. What effect does block scheduling have on students' grade point averages as 
compared to students' grade pint averages when traditional scheduling was used? 
3. What effect does block scheduling have on the number of discipline referrals as 
compared to the number of discipline referrals when traditional scheduling was used? 
4. What are the advantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
5. What are the disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
6. To what extent do southern Illinois teachers currently using block scheduling 
recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools? 
Sample and Population 
Eight Regional Offices of Education which serve the counties of Alexander, 
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Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin, Jackson, Jefferson, Johnson, Massac, Monroe, Perry, 
Pope, Pulaski, Randolph, Saline, St. Clair, Union, Washington, White, and Williamson in 
southern Illinois were contacted to obtain a list of high schools within these regions that 
were currently operating on a block schedule. Regional Offices of Education #2, #13, #45 
and #50 reported no high schools currently operating on a block schedule. Regional 
Offices of Education #20, #21, #25, and #30 each reported one high school operating on a 
block schedule. A total of four southern Illinois high schools were identified as currently 
operating on the block schedule format. 
These four southern Illinois high schools were identified as Eldorado High School in 
Eldorado, Benton High School in Benton, Pinckneyville High School in Pinckneyville, and 
Mt. Vernon Township High School in Mt. Vernon. Eldorado High School, Benton High 
School, and Pinckneyville High School operated on eight block schedules. Mt. Vernon 
Township High School operated on an eight block schedule with modifications. The 
names and school addresses of each certified teacher at these high schools were obtained 
from the Regional Offices of Education or the school administrators. A total of 21 O 
certified teachers received copies of the Block Schedule Survey. 
Data Collection and Instrumentation 
A cover letter and survey instrument were designed by the author. The author 
composed the cover letter (see Appendix A) as an instrument of introduction. The author 
developed questions for the Block Schedule Survey (see Appendix B) based on issues and 
concerns discussed in previous studies as cited in the review of the literature and research. 
The survey was field tested in October 1996 with a sample of 22 certified teachers at 
Cobden High School in Cobden, Illinois. Modifications were made as a result of the field 
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test. 
The cover letter (see Appendix A) and Block Schedule Survey (see Appendix B) 
were sent to the teachers of the identified high schools with block schedules along with a 
self-addressed stamped return envelope. Faculty members were given an opportunity to 
respond to the survey based on their experiences with the block schedule format. A 
reminder postcard was sent two weeks after the initial mailing to teachers who had not yet 
responded. 
Data were collected regarding teachers' perceptions by using the Block Schedule 
Survey. These data were used to answer the following research questions: 
1. Research question 1 "What effect does block scheduling have on student 
enrollment in classes as compared to student enrollment when traditional scheduling was 
used?" was answered by analyzing data from survey questions 1 and 2. Teachers' 
perceptions were solicited by using five categories of enrollment ranges rather than by 
providing specific enrollment numbers. 
2. Research question 2 "What effect does block scheduling have on students' grade 
point averages as compared to students' grade point averages when traditional scheduling 
was used?" was answered by analyzing data from survey questions 3 and 4. Teachers' 
perceptions were solicited by using five categories of cumulative grade point average 
ranges rather then by providing specific grade point averages. 
3. Research question 3 ''What effect does block scheduling have on the number of 
discipline referrals as compared to the number of discipline referrals when traditional 
scheduling was used?" was answered by analyzing data from survey questions 5 and 6. 
Teachers' perceptions were solicited by using five categories of discipline referral ranges 
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rather than by providing specific numbers of discipline referrals. 
4. Research question 4 "What are the advantages of block scheduling as perceived by 
southern Illinois teachers using the block scheduling?" was answered by analyzing data 
from survey question 7. 
5. Research question 5 ''What are the disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived 
by southern Illinois teachers using the block scheduling?" was answered by analyzing data 
from survey question 8. 
6. Research question 6 "To what extent do southern Illinois teachers currently using 
block scheduling recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools?" 
was answered by analyzing data from survey questions 9 and 10. 
Surveys Response Rate 
A total of210 surveys were mailed. Of these, 129 were returned representing a 
response rate of 61 %. 
Data Analysis 
The collected data were quantitatively analyzed to answer research questions 1, 2, 
and 3. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data collected for each specific 
research question. The analysis of the data was displayed through tables which presented 
the number and percentage of total responses to each survey question. Narratives and lists 
were used for clarification. 
Qualitative data were collected to answer research questions 4, 5, and 6. These data 
were analyzed using trend analyses. 
Overview 
Chapter 4 
Results of the Study 
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A total of 129 responses out of a possible 210 surveys were received. This represents 
a response rate of 61%. Not all survey questions were answered on every questionnaire. 
Therefore, the responses were analyzed on the basis of percentages of the total response 
for each question. The analyzed data for each research question were presented in tables 
and lists. Selected data were highlighted in the narrative. 
Teachers' perceptions were addressed in the following research questions: 
1. What effect does block scheduling have on student enrollment in classes as 
compared to student enrollment when traditional scheduling was used? 
2. What effect does block scheduling have on students' grade point averages as 
compared to students' grade point averages when traditional scheduling was used? 
3. What effect does block scheduling have on the number of discipline referrals as 
compared to the number of discipline referrals when traditional scheduling was used? 
4. What are the advantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
5. What are the disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
6. To what extent do southern Illinois teachers currently using block scheduling 
recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools? 
Results for Research Question 1 
Table 1 contains the responses to survey questions 1 and 2. It shows a comparison of 
respondents' total course enrollment before and after the implementation of the high 
school block schedule. 
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A total of 115 respondents answered survey question 1. Of this number 20% 
reported total student enrollments of 0-99 prior to the block schedule; 52% reported total 
student enrollments of 100-149; 18% reported total student enrollments of 150-199; 1% 
reported total student enrollments of 200-249; and 9% reported total student enrollments 
of over 250. 
A total of 119 respondents answered survey question 2. Of this number 23% 
reported total student enrollments of 0-99 under the block schedule; 51 % reported total 
student enrollments of 100-149; 18% reported total student enrollments of 150-199; 1% 
reported total student enrollments of 200-249; and 7% reported total student enrollments 
of over 250. 
Table 2 shows the results of a comparison of responses regarding survey questions 1 
and 2. This comparison of class enrollments indicates a 3% increase in the 0-99 range 
after the implementation of block scheduling; a 1 % decrease in the 100-149 range; no 
difference in the 150-199 or the 200-249 ranges; and a 2% decrease in the 250+ range. 
Teachers perceived that class enrollments decreased as a result of block scheduling. 
Results for Research Question 2 
Table 3 contains the responses to survey questions 3 and 4. It shows a comparison of 
respondents' total cumulative student grade point average before and after the 
implementation of the high school block schedule. 
A total of91 respondents answered survey question 3. Of this number 3% reported 
cumulative student grade point averages of 4.5 and above on a 5.0 scale prior to the block 
Table I 
Number and Percentage of Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Student Enrollments 
Before and After the Implementation of the Block Schedule 
Question N 
1. How many total students were enrolled 
in your classes during the last year of operation 
under the traditional high school schedule? 
0-99 23 20 
100-149 60 52 
150-199 21 18 
200-249 1 1 
250+ 10 9 
2. How many total students are enrolled 
in your classes this year under the block 
schedule? 
0-99 28 23 
100-149 61 51 
150-199 21 18 
200-249 1 1 
250+ 8 7 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Enrollment Range Changes Resulting from Block Schedule Survey 










































schedule; 34% reported cumulative student grade point averages of 4.0-4.4; 42% reported 
cumulative student grade point averages of3.5-3.9; 17% reported cumulative student 
grade point averages of3.0-3.4; and 4% reported cumulative student grade point averages 
of0-2.9. 
A total of 92 respondents answered survey question 4. Of this number 6% reported 
cumulative student grade point averages of 4.5 and above on a 5.0 scale under the block 
Table 3 
1 ;umber and Percentage of Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Cumulative Student 
Grade Point Averages Before and After the Implementation of the Block Schedule 
Question N 
3. On a 5.0 scale (A=5.0), what was your 
cumulative student grade point average during 
the last year of operation under the traditional 
schedule? 
4.5+ 3 3 
4.0-4.4 31 34 
3.5-3.9 38 42 
3.0-3.4 15 17 
0-2.9 4 4 
4. On a 5.0 scale (A=5.0), what was your 
cumulative student grade point average under 
the block schedule? 
4.5+ 5 6 
4.0-4.4 33 36 
3.5-3.9 35 38 
3.0-3.4 16 17 
0-2.9 3 3 
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schedule; 3 6% reported cumulative student grade point averages of 4. 0-4. 4; 3 8% reported 
cumulative student grade points averages of 3. 5-3. 9; 17% reported cumulative student 
grade point averages of 3.0-3.4; and 3% reported cumulative grade point averages of0-
2.9. 
Table 4 shows the results of a comparison of responses regarding survey questions 3 
and 4. This comparison of cumulative student grade point averages indicates a 3% 
increase in the 4.5+ range after the implementation of block scheduling; a 2% increase in 
the 4.0-4.4 range; a 4% decrease in the 3.5-3.9 range; no difference in the 3.0-3.4 range; 
and a 1% decrease in the 0-2.9 range. Basically, teachers perceived that cumulative 
student grade point averages improved as a result of block scheduling. 
Results for Research Question 3 
Table 5 contains the responses to survey questions 5 and 6. It shows a comparison of 
respondents' total discipline referrals before and after the implementation of the high 
school block schedule. 
A total of 107 respondents answered survey question 5. Of this number 4 7% 
reported 0-5 total student discipline referrals prior to the block schedule; 25% reported 6-
10 total student discipline referrals, 8% reported 11-15 total student discipline referrals, 
5% reported 16-19 total student discipline referrals; and 15% reported 20 or more total 
student discipline referrals. 
A total of 114 respondents answered survey question 6. Of this number 63% reported 
0-5 total student discipline referrals under the block schedule; 15% reported 6-10 total 
student discipline referrals; 6% reported 11-15 total student discipline referrals; 2% 
reported 16-19 total student discipline referrals; and 14% reported 20 or more total 
Table 4 
Comparison of Grade Point Average Range Changes Resulting from Block Schedule 







































Table 6 shows the results of a comparison of responses regarding survey questions 5 
and 6. This comparison of respondents' total discipline referrals indicates a 16% increase 
in the 0-5 range after the implementation of block scheduling; a 10% decrease in the 6-10 
range; a 2% decrease in the 11-15 range; a 3 % decrease in the 16-19 range; and a 1 % 
decrease in the 20+ range. Basically, teachers perceived that they were making fewer 
Table 5 
Number and Percentage of Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Discipline Referrals 
Before and After the Implementation of the Block Schedule 
Question N 
5. How many discipline referrals did you 
issue during the last year of operation under 
the traditional schedule? 
0-5 50 47 
6-10 27 25 
11-15 9 8 
16-19 5 5 
20+ 16 15 
6. How many discipline referrals have you 
issued during this year under the block 
schedule? 
0-5 72 63 
6-10 17 15 
11-15 7 6 
16-19 2 2 
20+ 16 14 
22 
Table 6 
Comparison of Number of Discipline Referral Range Changes Resulting from Block 










































discipline referrals overall as a result of block scheduling and that a majority of teachers 
made no more than five referrals. 
Results for Research Question 4 
The reported advantages to a high school block schedule were requested in survey 
question 7 (see Appendix C). Table 7 contains a summary of the 122 recorded comments. 
Ofthis number, 62% mentioned time as the greatest advantage. Comments elaborated 
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Table 7 
Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Advantages to the Block Schedule 
Advantage 
Time 76 62 
Quality of Instruction 13 11 
Stress Reduction 10 8 
Laboratory Time 7 6 
Schedule Flexibility 6 5 
Course Selection 6 5 
Other 4 3 
that this time was used to expand the course subject material, to devote to individual 
student needs and to prepare for class instruction and activities, among other things. 
Another advantage mentioned by 11 % of the teachers was an improvement of quality over 
quantity of instruction. The creation of a less stressful educational setting was mentioned 
by 8% of the respondents. Other recorded advantages were an increase in laboratory 
time, an improvement in schedule flexibility, and an increase in course offerings. 
Results for Research Question 5 
The reported disadvantages to a high school block schedule were requested in survey 
question 8 (see Appendix D). Table 8 contains a summary of the 124 recorded comments. 
There was no discemable trend to these responses. Of this number 15% did refer to 
student and/or teacher absences as a disadvantage because of the amount ofremediation. 
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Table 8 
Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Disadvantages to the Block Schedule 
Disadvantage 
Absentees 19 15 
Amount of Instructional Time 18 15 
Retention of Knowledge 15 12 
Student Contact 14 11 
Responsibility 11 10 
Activity Schedule 10 8 
Time Management 9 7 
Confusion 6 5 
Transfers 6 5 
Other 7 6 
None 7 6 
Another 15% mentioned a reduction in the total amount of instructional time as a 
disadvantage, as they were not able to cover as much curriculum as under the traditional 
schedule. A concern for student retention of knowledge was reported by 12% of the 
teachers, specifically on an every other day class schedule. Other reported disadvantages 
included a loss of student contact opportunities, a need for students to assume more 
responsibility, and difficulty in organizing activities on the block schedule. 
Results for Research Question 6 
Table 9 contains the responses to survey question 9. It shows the extent to which 
survey respondents recommend the high school block schedule. 
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A total of 124 respondents answered survey question 9. Of this number 3 7% 
strongly recommended the high school block schedule; 36% recommended the high school 
block schedule, 13% responded with no opinion, 10% would not recommend the high 
school block schedule; and 4% would strongly not recommend the high school block 
schedule for other southern Illinois high schools. 
The reported reasons for recommendation or non-recommendation of the high school 
block schedule were requested in survey question 10 (see Appendix E). A total of 116 
teachers answered survey question 10. Of this number 36% supported strong 
recommendation; 40% supported recommendation; 10% were in justification of no 
opinion; 10% supported non-recommendation; and 4% were in support of a strong non-
recommendation. The major reasons for a strong recommendation were the creation of a 
less stressful educational environment and the implementation of an innovative schedule 
concept. The major reason for recommendation was an improvement in the quality of 
instruction. The no opinion response was justified by limited experience with the block 
schedule. The major reason for non-recommendation was the loss of daily student-teacher 
contact. The major reason for a strong non-recommendation was the reduction in the 
overall amount of curriculum that was completed. 
Table 9 
r;umber and Percentage of Southern Illinois Teachers' Reported Recommendations and 
Non-recommendations for the High School Block Schedule 
Question 
9. To what extent would you recommend 
the block schedule for other southern Illinois 
high schools? 
Strongly Recommended 46 37 
Recommended 45 36 
No Opinion 16 13 
Do Not Recommend 12 10 




Summary, Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Summary 
This study evaluated teachers' perceptions regarding high school block scheduling in 
southern Illinois. It was designed to assist southern Illinois high schools in their decision 
making when considering schedule changes or modifications. It was conducted to provide 
information for other southern Illinois high schools that are considering the 
implementation of the block schedule. 
Teachers' perceptions concerning the following research questions were addressed 
by this study: 
1. What effect does block scheduling have on student enrollment in classes as 
compared to student enrollment when traditional scheduling was used? 
2. What effect does block scheduling have on students' grade point averages as 
compared to students' grade pint averages when traditional scheduling was used? 
3. What effect does block scheduling have on the number of discipline referrals as 
compared to the number of discipline referrals when traditional scheduling was used? 
4. What are the advantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
5. What are the disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois 
teachers using the block scheduling? 
6. To what extent do southern Illinois teachers currently using block scheduling 
recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois high schools? 
This study was based on data collected from a survey of the certified teachers in the 
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four southern Illinois high schools that use the block schedule format. Descriptive 
statistics were used to analyze the data collected for each specific research question. 
Survey questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 utilized five categories ofranges rather than specific 
numbers to obtain data related to teachers' perceptions of the effects of block scheduling 
on student class enrollments, grade point averages, and discipline referrals. 
Findings 
In response to Research Question 1 ''What effect does block scheduling have on 
$tudent enrollment in classes as compared to student enrollment when traditional 
scheduling was used?", the comparison of class enrollments indicates a 3% increase in the 
0-99 range after the implementation of block scheduling; a 1% decrease in the 100-149 
range; no difference in the 150-199 range or the 200-249 range; and a 2% decrease in the 
250+ range. Overall, teachers perceived that class enrollments decreased as a result of 
block scheduling. 
In response to Research Question 2 ''What effect does block scheduling have on 
students' grade point averages as compared to students' grade point averages when 
traditional scheduling was used?", the comparison of cumulative student grade point 
averages indicates a 3% increase in the 4.5+ range after the implementation of block 
scheduling; a 2% increase in the 4.0-4.4 range; a 4% decrease in the 3.5-3.9 range; no 
difference in the 3.0-3.4 range; and a 1% decrease in the lowest grade point average range 
of 0-2.9. Basically, teachers perceived that cumulative student grade point averages 
improved as a result of block scheduling. 
In response to Research Question 3 "What effect does block scheduling have on the 
number of discipline referrals as compared to the number of discipline referrals when 
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traditional scheduling was used?", the comparison of respondent's total discipline referrals 
indicates a 16% increase in the 0-5 range; a 2% decrease in the 11-15 range; a 3% 
decrease in the 16-19 range; and a 1 % decrease in the 20+ range. Basically, teachers 
perceived that they were making fewer discipline referrals overall as a result of block 
scheduling and that a majority of teachers made no more than five referrals. 
There were 122 recorded comments to address Research Question 4 ''What are the 
advantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois teachers using the block 
scheduling?" Of this number 62% mentioned time as the greatest advantage. Another 
advantage mentioned by 11 % of the teachers was an improvement of quality over quantity 
of instruction, and 8% of the teachers reported a less stressful educational setting as an 
advantage. Other advantages included an increase in laboratory time, an improvement in 
schedule flexibility, and an increase in course offerings. 
There were 124 recorded comments to address Research Question 5 ''What are the 
disadvantages of block scheduling as perceived by southern Illinois teachers using the 
block scheduling?" There was no discernable trend to these responses. Of this number 
15% of the teachers did refer to student and/or teacher absences as a disadvantage. 
Another 15% mentioned a reduction in the total amount of instructional time as a 
disadvantage. A concern for student retention was reported by 12% of the respondents. 
Other recorded disadvantages were a loss of student contact opportunities, a need for 
students to assume more responsibility, and difficulty in organizing activities on the block 
schedule. 
In response to Research Question 6 ''To what extent do southern Illinois teachers 
currently using block scheduling recommend the block schedule for other southern Illinois 
L 
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high schools?" 63% would strongly recommend or recommend the b~ock schedule. There 
\:ere 13% of the respondents that expressed no opinion, and only 14% that would not 
recommend or strongly not recommend the block schedule. Significant reasons for a 
strong recommendation were the creation of a less stressful educational environment and 
the implementation of an innovative schedule concept. The most often stated reason for 
recommendation was an improvement in the quality of instruction. The no opinion 
responses were justified by limited experience with a block schedule. The reason for non-
recommendation was the loss of daily student-teacher contact. The most often stated 
reason for a strong non-recommendation was the reduction in the overall amount of 
curriculum that was presented. 
Conclusions 
The implementation of a high school block schedule affected student enrollment in 
classes. Teachers perceived that class e~ollments were lower as a result of block 
scheduling. 
The implementation of a high school block schedule had a positive effect on 
cumulative student grade point averages. Teachers perceived an increase in cumulative 
student grade point averages as a result of block scheduling. 
The implementation of a high school block schedule reduced the overall number of 
student discipline referrals. Teachers perceived that they were making fewer discipline 
referrals overall as a result of block scheduling and that a majority of teachers made no 
more than five referrals. 
The most significant advantage reported for a high school block schedule in southern 
Illinois high schools was time according to 62% of the responding teachers. The larger 
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blocks of time allowed for more thorough preparation for instructional units. The 
instructional topics were covered more completely with more variety in instructional 
styles. The block schedule allowed for more hands-on learning experiences such as 
laboratories, on-site instruction, and cooperative learning. Another advantage was the 
improvement in the quality of instruction. Teachers reported that the extended blocks of 
time allowed them to be better prepared for the units of instruction. They also reported 
being more knowledgeable of the subject matter and more organized. Educators reported 
an emphasis of quality over quantity of instruction. A third advantage was the reduction 
of stress in the educational setting. The flexibility of the block schedule, the longer 
sections of time, and the reduction in the number of interruptions created a more relaxed, 
less stressful work environment. 
The most significant disadvantage reported for a high school block schedule in 
southern Illinois high schools was the inconvenience created by student or teacher 
absence. When students were absent from a block schedule class, they missed the 
equivalent of 1 Yi to 2 units of instruction. When students returned to class, they were 
behind on instruction; they were required to make up the missed work; and the class 
continued to progress at the accelerated rate. This created a challenge for the students 
and educators as well. Teacher absences also required additional preparation for 
substitutes that were not experienced in the block schedule format. Another disadvantage 
was the overall reduction in instructional minutes. Educators reported that although the 
curriculum areas were covered more thoroughly, not all of the curriculum was being 
addressed. Stated differently, teachers were not able to cover the complete course 
curriculum. A third disadvantage involved the students' ability to retain their newly 
acquired knowledge for extended periods of time between sequenced courses such as 
mathematics. Teachers reported a concern for the loss of daily contact with all of their 
students. Students were required to become better organized even if it meant recording 
everything from the schedule to the assignments and the due dates. Other recorded 
disadvantages included planning activities, time management, confusion, and transfer 
students. 
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The block schedule is overwhelmingly recommended for other so!.lthern Illinois high 
schools. The study respondents were decisive in their recommendation based on a clear 
majority of 73%. Only 13% would state no opinion, while only 14% would not 
recommend the block schedule alternative. Reasons for recommendation were the 
creation of a less stressful educational environment, the implementation of an innovative 
schedule concept, and an improvement in the quality of instruction. The reasons for no 
opinion were limited experiences with the block schedule. Reasons for non-
recommendation were the loss of daily student-teacher contact and the reduction in the 
overall amount of curriculum that was completed. 
Recommendations Based on this Study 
The block schedule is not recommended to southern Illinois high schools for the sole 
purpose of improving student enrollment in available courses. An expansion of course 
enrollment opportunities does not translate into increased enrollment in an educator's 
classes. The students may simply be distributed differently. The block schedule also 
results in an overall reduction in the number of instructional minutes. Therefore, it is not 
recommended for southern Illinois high schools without considerable curriculum 
restructuring and planning. 
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Consideration should also be given to the characteristics of the student body before 
the implementation of the block schedule in a southern Illinois high school. Students are 
required to be responsible participants in the educational community. Irresponsible 
students for whatever reason, be it immaturity, low academic ability, or lack of discipline 
do not function well under the block schedule format. The high school block schedule is 
also not recommended for southern Illinois high schools with high levels of student 
absenteeism, student mobility, or truancy. The Copernican schedule is a compacted 
schedule which means that each absence requires considerable effort to remediate. 
Irresponsible students will not be successful under this format. 
The block schedule is recommended for southern Illinois high schools that want to 
improve student academic performance through an increase in the quality of instruction. 
A smaller teacher-student daily contact ratio will allow for more interpersonal 
relationships. This increase in teacher-student attention can translate into improved 
academic performance. The block schedule is also recommended to high schools that 
want to increase the amount of uninterrupted time available for instruction. This will allow 
for more variety in instructional methods such as laboratories and cooperative learning 
activities. The quality of instruction should improve under the block schedule. 
The block schedule is also recommended for southern Illinois high schools that want 
to improve their school environment. The reduction in number of class changes within the 
day leads to a less disruptive school environment. The opportunity for confrontations that 
result in discipline action is reduced. This leads to a less stressful learning and working 
environment. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The use of total student enrollment numbers to determine the effect of block 
scheduling was not a good indicator. The total number of course offerings would be a 
recommended response alternative should this study ever be replicated. 
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The use of survey response ranges did not provide significant data for this study. The 
recommended response should be a request for specific numbers in terms of student 
enrollment, student grade point average, and student discipline referrals. The use of 
specific numbers would allow the researcher to make more objective comparisons of data 
from the traditional schedule to data from the block schedule. 
A follow-up study on the impact of block scheduling on student enrollment, student 
grade point average, and the number of discipline referrals in southern Illinois high schools 
should be conducted in the next five years. This suggestion is made because there are 
currently only four high schools in the area south of Interstate 64 in Illinois that are 
operating under the block schedule. This number is projected to increase as more high 
schools study and implement this alternative. An evaluation based upon a larger 
population of respondents should prove valuable to high schools in southern Illinois as 
well as the rest of the state of Illinois. 
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I am a graduate student at Eastern Illinois University working on my Field Study 
Experience as part of the requirements for obtaining an Educational Specialist degree in 
Administration. The topic of my field study is An Evaluation of Southern Illinois 
Teachers' Per@i>tions Regarding the Impact of Block Scheduling on Student Enrollment, 
Student Grade Point Averages, and the Number of Discipline Referrals. 
As a faculty member of a southern Illinois high school operating on a block schedule, your 
perceptions are an essential aspect of this study. I respectfully request that you use a few 
minutes of your valuable time to complete the enclosed survey and return it to me in the 
self-addressed stamped envelope by 18 April. All responses will be considered 
confidential. 
The results of this survey will be made available to the four southern Regional Offices of 
Education to serve as a resource for other southern Illinois high schools considering the 
implementation of the block schedule. I will also make the results available to you upon 
request. 
Please place your completed survey in the enclosed stamped envelope and mail by 18 
April. Thank you in advance for your kind consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Jacqueline L. McCann 




Block Schedule Survey 
Section A: Please respond to the following six questions by circling your response. 
1. How many total students were enrolled 0 to 99 100 to 150 to 200to 250 or 
in your classes during the last year of 149 199 249 more 
operation under the traditional high 
school schedule? 
2. How many total students are enrolled in Oto99 100 to 150 to 200to 250or 
your classes this year under the block 149 199 249 more 
schedule? 
3. On a 5.0 scale (A-5.0), what was your 4.5 or 4.0 to 3.5 to 3.0 to 0 to 
cumulative student grade point average more 4.4 3.9 3.4 2.9 
during the last year of operation under 
the traditional schedule? 
4. On a 5.0 scale (A=5.0), what was your 4.5 or 4.0 to 3.5 to 3.0 to 0 to 
cumulative student grade point average more 4.4 3.9 3.4 2.9 
under the block schedule? 
5. How many discipline referrals did you 0 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 16 to 20or 
issue during the last year of operation 15 19 more 
under the traditional schedule? 
6. How many discipline referrals have you 0 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 16 to 20or 
issued during this year under the block 15 19 more 
schedule? 
Section B: Please respond to the following two questions with a brief narrative in 
the space provided: 
7. What is the greatest advantage to the 
high school block schedule? 
8. What is the greatest disadvantage to 
the high school block schedule? 
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Section C: Please respond to Question 9 by circling your response; respond to 
Question 10 by providing a brief narrative in the space provided. 
9. To what extent Strongly Recommend No Do Not Strongly 
would you recommend Recommend Opinion Recommend Do Not 
the block schedule for Recommend 
other southern Illinois 
high schools? (circle 
one response) 
10. Briefly list the 
reason(s) for your 
response to Question 
#9. 
Thank you for your participation in this survey. Please return your completed survey by 
April 18 in the self-addressed envelope that is provided. 
Appendix C 
Advantages of a High School Block Schedule 
-time enough to cover some material very well 
-quality education as opposed to quantity 
-we have more uninterrupted time and can get more work completed in class 
-more time to be creative in the classroom, more teacher prep time 
-the block schedule is great for vocational classes, more time on task 
-less confusion, less stress for all 
-more time for labs and job shadowing 
-additional time to pursue a subject or topic 
-more choice for student electives 
-longer laboratories 
-only three classes to prepare for in one day, one period to prepare for next day 
-more relaxed, varied approaches possible, greater student interaction 
-for students opportunity to take more classes, for teachers three classes taught per day 
compared to six 
-more time to work and fewer clean ups each day 
-more time to spend on topics that need lengthy explanation 
-students have more time during a class period to ask questions and get needed help 
-being able to do meaningful labs in class 
-extended time for working with individual students 
-it's made me a better teacher, there is better quality instruction with material verses 
quantity, discipline in and out of the classroom is better in my situation 
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-more lab and group time, longer prep 
-I have more time to cover material and check for understanding, I'm not nearly as 
stressed 
-long prep period 
-longer blocks of time for instruction and preparation 
-less time checking roll, record keeping, more time on task 
-longer periods give more time to teach and help the students with homework 
-time for class activities, labs, more prep time, more leisurely pace 
-time to teach and assist students 
-for students extra time to get help with assignments during class, for teachers 82 minute 
planning period to be prepared for classes 
-for the art department it was great to have more time to finish quality art work 
-extended time with students in same period 
-band has great rehearsal time to span many parts of music 
-plenty of time to accomplish necessary projects and lectures and papers 
-more time to prepare for classes during 80 minute planning period, classes are long 
enough to do instruction and hands on experiments or projects 
-students don't have pressure of facing each class each day 
-study halls are in class with teacher help on almost any problem a student has 
-more time for hands- on activities, labs and experiments 
-more prep time for teachers allows them to be more creative in the classroom and less 
stressed out 
-more time for activities, less time in halls 
-allows for greater versatility, fewer students per day, fewer class changes per day, less 
~cress 
-extra time in class to work one on one with students 
-students' attitude is better, students are happy 
-preparation time, laboratory time, study time, no rush 
-time offered for labs 
-more time for groups, cooperative leading, extended lab time 
-more time to fully implement lessons, more hands on activities 
-we have more time to finish projects in class 
-time, I get most of my work done at school, lessons can be completed in one period 
-it is an advantage for lab classes to have a 90 - 96 minute block 
-get to do more group activities 
-teaching 3 classes a day instead of 6, fewer students per day, more time to get things 
done 
-time for lab class work, teach horticulture, we can plant, transplant, do lab projects, 
complete them, and clean up 
-flexibility in scheduling lab work in classes 
-the perceived pace of the day is slower 
-longer class periods to do more activities 
-time in class is beneficial to activities and really improves the lessons 
-time, I now have school time to do many of the tasks I previously had to take home 
-time for research, discussion, field study, etc. 
-I can complete computer assignments in 1 or 2 periods, not 3, 4, or 5 
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-1112 hour rehearsals are wonderful, far less hectic and stressful 
-students get more done, less wasted time and repeats of information, I am less tired as I 
go through half as many presentations per day 
-skill courses get more time to complete total project 
-promotes alternative teaching methods 
-teachers report that they can cover material in greater depth 
-increased practical lab time 
-students can be more relaxed and concentrate better, you can complete an entire lesson 
-for physical education it's having the longer time for different activities 
-more time for labs and cooperative learning 
-the greatest advantage is not to be so hurried during the day, there is a bit more time in 
the schedule for grading 
-we can complete an entire cooking project 
-fewer classes to prepare for each day 
-time to do more creative lessons 
-labs, teacher mentoring activities especially math 
-ELO's for make-ups and more time for activity 
-opportunity for student centered instruction 
-none, it is not working 
-the block schedule allows differed activities during the block without being or feeling 
rushed 
-only deal with half the number of students in a day and more time for labs 
-art projects finished rather than just started 
-uninterrupted activities like labs, videos, projects, etc. 
-longer time for labs 
-more time per class period 
-more time in class to finish projects, see complete videos, etc., less hurry and scurry to 
meet 6 classes per day, more time for teachers and students to prepare for classes 
-time to work in more interesting class activities 
-more time to do class activities 
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-depth of instruction, quality of product created, greater responsibility and attention span 
-it allows more time for science laboratory work 
-enough time to get more done in class time 
-more preparation time during school date 
-more time for activities and projects, more time for lab experiences 
-none 
-teachers can develop a more complete sequence oflearning activities for students during 
a block 
-allows for more innovative teaching techniques, pace of the school day seems less hectic 
-increase in individual time, increase in activity time 
-students more relaxed and laid back 
-makes the teacher more efficient in 'secretarial' functions 
-the day does not seem as hectic 
-longer time for P.E. 
-none 
-lab, more time 
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-the extended period is good for some lab classes 
-better recall of previous material, better retainment over a period of time 
-flexibility 
-longer period of teaching, more in depth study 
-more time for library work 
-the day goes by very fast, we can do more with our physical education students 
-more students are able to sign up for my class 
-more guided practice time 
-more time for discussion in class work 
-more teacher to student contact time on a given day and a wider variety of curriculum 
courses can be available to the students since they now have 8 courses per year instead of 
7 
-more time for various activities 
-time to cover a topic thoroughly enough that students retain info longer and with a 
deeper understanding 
-time to study material in depth and the ability to explain material in detail along with 
flexibility to 'go with the flow' on a day 
-time for special projects 
-more time for lab classes, can finish one task or assignment in one class time 
-more time for cooperative learning, more time with the students 
-longer units of time for tasks such as labs 
-having plenty of time in one class period to fully explore a new concept 
-more time for classes to work on detailed projects and do a thorough job 
-slower pace, greater choice of classes, and more field trip time 
-seeing fewer students, more time for research projects, cooperative learning, relaxed 
pace, fewer passing periods 
-vocational programs are allowed to remain active because of the 4 year college pre-
requisites, these programs would dry up under the traditional schedule 
-more lab time. 
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AppendixD 
Disadvantages of a High School Block Schedule 
-difficult to cover as much material 
-no flexibility for discipline problems, students failing cannot drop class, transfer 
students difficult 
-when students are absent for any reason they miss more and need more time to get 
caught up, also some students need daily teacher contact 
-cover slightly less material 
-I can't think of any, more restroom passes 
-sometimes the students forget what was covered in the last class 
-students get tired in 88 minutes, I think they have trouble managing their 
homework time 
-less time to cover materials 
-getting students to remember assignments and material when you don't see them 
everyday 
-no study hall, no daily contact with student 
-confusing at times, some days are shortened and it may be a days [sic] every time 
-schedule disruptions and unbalanced times for in-services etc. 
-students not taking the responsibility to write down and remember assignments 
since they are every other day 
-you have trouble keeping up with problem students 
-students lack of organizational skills, remembering when assignments are due 
-filling time, keeping students on task and helping them realize you need to work 
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not visit 
-covering less material during the year 
-if a teacher does not vary activities the students get saturated with one style 
-none 
-not quite as much instructional time 
-I have not covered as much material, but what I have covered has been much 
better from previous years 
-infrequent contact with students 
-certain classes seem to be better suited for daily practice (band, math, foreign 
language) 
-lack of daily repetition and daily contact with students 
-it is difficult to plan enough activities for a substitute, you can't cover as much 
material overall 
-can't keep the same pace as the traditional schedule, loss of continuity 
-students have some trouble keeping track of their work during the 48 hour span 
-for students schedule changes like snow days and when absent they really miss 
a lot 
-we need more elective classes 
-need to hire more teachers, this is not a faculty problem if administration hires 
more 
-too much time between class periods, that review takes longer and longer, also 
choir voices get too tired 
-84 minute classes on days when a lot of students are away on trips 
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-more planning for longer periods, teachers have to be prepared for each class in 
order to keep students busy and their minds occupied with something to do 
-hard for some students to grasp a concept then not use it for a whole day then 
pick it up again 
-a teacher will find themselves covering less material but doing a better job on 
material covered 
-not seeing some of your FF A members everyday 
-difficult to enroll some new students because most transfer students do not have 
8 classes to transfer in 
-those students that are absent frequently miss large block of time 
-make-up work for absentees, especially in classes with lower achieving students 
-takes prior planning to utilize period effectively but this is case with all class prep 
-I don't see a disadvantage 
-keep track if classes get behind or in front, I love block schedule and I do have 
larger classes 
-absent students miss too many assignments 
-keeping track of students make-up work, I don't have too many disadvantages 
-when students miss it's hard to get them caught up, a lot of special ed students 
need everyday reinforcement of new concepts 
-we need to see some students everyday, they forget to much in between classes 
-students forget assignments if they do not write them down 
-special education students forget from one class meeting to the next with a day 
between 
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-too long time, too long seeing my classes 
-1f a student misses more than one class period in a row it is very hard to get 
caught up unless some effort is put forth 
-none 
-students with absenteeism problems and lacking in responsibility are not making 
up work and thus increasing the failure rate among borderline students 
-momentum and retention of results is less 
-one day off from seeing teachers everyday, holidays and weekends extend this 
time off as well 
-the greatest disadvantage is the time between blocks which allows students to lose 
their focus 
-students more frequently do not have their homework completed, the two or 
more day span causes those who rely on memory io forget 
-none 
-class not a same place, different schedules, long periods, get bored, I don't know 
where each class is at, kids can't remember, sometimes four days go by until next 
meet 
-you only see students every other day, you really miss daily contact 
-if student is absent they miss more especially co-operative work and group work 
-students who are not regular homework people put off work now for two days 
instead of one 
-absences put a lot of stress on teachers I students 
-some subject areas seem less able to adapt to meeting every other day (math, 
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foreign language) 
-in our block schedule courses had a decrease in class time 
-some students have a hard time remembering their subject matter when they do 
not see you everyday 
-when students are absent twice in one week I think it hurts them in that class, 
classes are only three weeks per activity so students meet only 7 or 8 times 
-classes only meet every other day and many students are not responsible enough 
to handle this, especially if they miss a day 
-not seeing students everyday they forget concepts and homework more, there is 
not as much time in class 
-in special ed time is too long, you must have lots of activities, planning, planning, 
planning 
-the difficulty is making up the increased amount of work covered in a block 
-less total contact time equals less material covered 
-when student misses class, he misses a lot more work 
-can't remember time schedule 
-teachers trying to lecture the full time 
-student will not do required work, we need to see the students daily, higher 
student failure 
-when students are absent from the block they miss much 
-lack of daily contact with the students 
-hard to schedule tests in order to give students time to ingest material versus 
totally forgetting it 
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-students become restless and forget what they did when you last met 
-seeing students every other day in classes that emphasize skills like foreign 
language and math 
-less achievement, less material covered 
-students treat a block period as one day long rather then two, therefore, we get 
less done 
-do not meet with classes on daily basis (foreign language) 
-less class time per semester to cover material, student absenteeism causes student 
to miss 1 Y2 periods 
-students not responsible to keep schedule for work, out of sight out of mind, not 
in class daily 
-not enough time to cover as much material 
-student apathy, at risk students, absence 
-there is no way a teacher can get as much subject matter content covered as in 
traditional schedule with comparable time 
-for low ability students, they often forget from Thursday till the next Monday 
-cannot possibly cover the same amount of material 
-students have a short attention span and get tired of sitting, students expect 
teachers to entertain with co-operative learning activities, students forget from 
one class period to next 
-more wasted class time, not able to cover all curriculum, students forget 
assignments and homework 
-my perspective - have to plan around student being in different place each day -
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is being overcome though gradually 
-students seem not willing to use time that is available to them for help, total 
number of teaching minutes is reduced from a regular schedule so not as much 
material will be covered 
-times differ (3 & 4 block days) 
-less material being covered, less homework being done, not responsible enough 
to take make-up tests, students missing too much 
-it provides more 'cracks' for the at risk students to fall through 
-not having daily contact with students 
-? 
-none 
-when students miss class, they miss more material 
-math classes don't get to practice every day, students have to learn two concepts 
in one day, which they are not doing 
-long stretches of class without a break for lunch 
-getting instructional staff to change to work within the block schedule 
-lack of retention, students don't remember what was done at the last class 
meeting 
-teachers here have only one prep period every other day 
-the greatest disadvantage is not having a prep period both days, the other 
disadvantage is not being able to see students every day 
-students retention rate is lower when you don't see them every day 
-absences 
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students do not get locked into behavior patterns as easily with a day off cool-down 
in between, students waste much less time getting started and putting away materials, 
there is less memory loss on stories and on writing papers, it works beautifully in 'lab' 
type teaching styles using group work, discovery learning, and cooperative work 
-block scheduling allows students to have more time with the teacher to receive help 
in their classwork, block scheduling allows the students to take more classes and learn 
from more teachers 
-no longer need passive learners in workplace, new economy requires new job skills 
-it takes more organization and prep but I feel less frazzled 
-it is the future, cooperative learning 
-this has been the greatest improvement in my teaching and general outlook is all the 30 
years of my experience 
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-much more relaxed atmosphere, cover topics more thoroughly, can review and take test 
in same class period which improves grades 
-students do better work while in class for the teacher to observe, more one on one 
activity, only four classes to prepare for each day 
-have been able to present more information, more prep time, students can get more of 
their homework finished before leaving school 
-see students every other day, time to get papers graded, time for students to complete 
assignments 
-there is time to work with the students one on one and the teacher does not have to rush 
through a lesson to beat the end of class, students seem to understand the curriculum 
better when there is instruction and hands-on activities for them to work with, I also like 
the longer planning period 
-best class schedule in my 1 7 years of teaching 
-100% of faculty love it and could never go back, most students love extra time to do 
homework at night, teachers get to know students better because of the longer periods 
and innovative teaching techniques 
-prepare students for college, make students more responsible, more quality time in 
classroom 
-extra time to work with students, time for students to do homework which otherwise 
won't be done 
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-it is very enjoyable, allows more time for outside quests, movies, more personal relations 
with students 
-time in relation to, too long is not a factor, time to do what you want or need to is 
available 
-allows students to take more electives, less classes to prepare for each day, more 
flexibility in teaching styles 
-quality education 
-there is less material covered, the material that is covered is in greater depth, more time 
to be creative, better rapport established with the students and less time spent on 
administration, attendance, etc. 
-the block schedule seems to be easier on teachers and students, students only have to deal 
with 4 classes per day, less 'hall time' between classes, more teacher-student contact, 
longer preps for teachers, time in class to do several different things, more time for local 
field trips, more lab time, teachers feel better 
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-less stress, more time with students, more time to work one on one 
-it's great 
-forces 'old-ways' teachers to change, allows more classes for students, less frantic 
-in shop students can get more things out and completed in a period 
-teachers are not as stressed, students can take more classes, less discipline and more 
consecutive prep time 
-expands the number of classes a student is able to have, allows for a variety of activities 
in class 
-I believe it will make good teacher better, quality instruction, time for homework, 
allow preparation time and demands it, don't lecture for 88 minutes 
-more time to prepare, more versatile class time 
-less stress, better contact with kids, better lessons, kids like it better once they get used 
to it 
-students is our society today need more supervised time for homework, the diversity of 
student abilities requires more direct instruction and one-on-one tutoring 
-more quality time, less stress for teachers and students because classes meet on alternate 
days, time for teachers to work more directly with students 
-we had lots of nice toys to play with but no time to play with them, now we have the time 
to do more hands-on, I can't cover as much but I cover it more completely with 8 block 
Recommended 
-its much like college schedule, which would help prepare some students 
-with reservation, band should be allowed to meet daily 
-it promotes self-discipline in the students, helps students adjust to a 'college-like' 
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schedule 
-it is easier to plan for four classes each day 
-with reservation, I feel that the block system can work if the administration, counselors, 
and teachers all work together to set the tine of the high school toward more of a learning 
establishment, let the students know that they are expected to take on more responsibility 
in their education, high school students traditionally have not yet matured enough to truly 
devote their time to learning 
-more advantages, students are better organized, cover material better, more like college, 
and helps them manage time better 
-schools should only go to block scheduling if they are truly committed to staff 
development and self evaluation 
-be sure all 'players' in school are working toward same goal and prepared for doing 
'education' in different ways - cooperatively and using various methods of delivery of 
information 
-it's excellent for field trips and special activities, but a tremendous amount of work to 
operate effectively 
-even though math does not benefit from block, most other areas do 
-more class time without interruptions, time to try other innovations, give students a sense 
of a college schedule - meeting every other day 
-grades have improved and so has attendance 
-more time for hands-on activities 
-the students benefit from the hands-on activities that block schedules allow, however 
instructors must be willing to implement a variety of instruction methods, 90 minute 
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lectures do not benefit the students at this level 
-as teachers adapt their teaching styles and techniques to accommodate the block schedule 
more effective and affective learning will occur 
-for choral, if set up properly so students can enroll in program 
-it is good if you are an organized teacher, math classes are having problems in constant 
reinforcement needed 
-gets students and faculty away from lecture 
-the positives outweigh the negatives 
-gives time for better activities, gives students chances to experience a little class life like 
college life every other day 
-in regular classrooms especially labs can be wonderful 
-potential for variety in classes, close to a college situation 
-it works well for my classes 
-we are on a modified block, but I feel like a Block 8 would work more effectively, for 
vocational courses the block usually works great 
-less hurried school climate, more time for a quality class experience 
-better for technology use, more time for each class, fewer discipline problems, allows for 
a variety of instructional methods 
-I believe the advantages outweigh the disadvantages, most courses can be examined and 
revised to fit fewer class minutes, block causes teachers to strive for more time on task 
-though it does take adjustment by teachers and students the environment proves 
promising for a varied teaching arrangement, also time in science and it's great for labs 
-the block has provided many opportunities for growth and development and is a great 
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tool, each district must evaluate its own needs 
-more quality time per student, works great for responsible students 
-recommend for vocational and lab classes, I am a vocational teacher and use the block to 
my advantage 
-teachers and students have more time to plan and get work done, days move along more 
quickly 
-works well for us 
-more variety 
-I think for the majority it works very well, special needs students present a problem not 
having the repetitiveness of every day class 
-more teachers help in daily assignments, more relaxing and informal teaching situation 
-more preparation time, more time for labs and group activities 
-fewer discipline problems in halls because of fewer passing times per day, teachers have 
longer preps so more teachers are using computers and Internet to enhance their lessons 
and paper production 
-I think, we had very little in-service before implementation, I would hope other schools 
would be more thorough, I think I will have more definite feelings after 2 or 3 years 
-the block schedule allows varied approaches to learning within a class period 
-on top of the larger elective choices, it gives you more time to work with students in class 
-only 3 classes to prepare for in 1 day, 1 period to prepare for next day 
-students can take more classes, teachers can work 1 on 1 with students and get to know 
students better, less stress on teachers 
-fewer students per day, more time to prepare for classes that meet every other day 
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-I can see a great increase in my classes of mastery of the subject (math), students are less 
likely to fall behind from lack of doing homework since most is done in class 
-overall I like this schedule, I think our attendance is better, my classes are not so rushed, 
behind the wheel drivers education is better able to look at more situations 
No Opinion 
-we have only been on the block schedule for one year so I am still adjusting to the change 
and I am not ready to form an opinion 
-there are too many logistical, economic, social, and geographical variables, each school 
has its own problems and solutions 
-I like the block schedule for most classes but find it is difficult for special education 
students 
-have not done this long enough to say good or bad 
-too early to tell 
-and I thought really hard about this, this is our first year on the block and I'm not sure it's 
better than our other schedule, it's different but has its own problems 
-for it to be truly superior to a traditional schedule several factors must be in place and 
most systems don't have the resources or patience to develop these factors 
-it depends on many variables such as school population, teacher acceptance/attitude, 
scheduling of classes, contractual obligations 
-it will take more time to see if the block has positively or negatively impacted our 
school 
-each school must decide about the block 
-before recommending the block schedule, I would need at least one more year of 
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experience teaching on it 
-in my subject of foreign language it is not good, overall it may be, so I am neutral on the 
8 block 
Do Not Recommend 
-other than allowing vocational programs to remain active I see little advantage to the 
block scheduling system at the high school level 
-too much time from class on a 3 block day to another class on a 3 block day, you need 
to see students every day (my opinion) 
-the disadvantages outweigh advantages, this balance varies from one subject area to 
another but there seems to be a greater disadvantage in math and foreign language classes 
for example 
-periods are too long, there is not as much in class time to cover material, students need 
some classes everyday to remember concepts 
-as a teacher I like the block schedule but I do not feel it is best for the student, especially 
the active gifted student 
-lack of daily contact with students 
-can't get as much content covered, looser classroom structure used by many teachers 
fosters a more blase' attitude toward learning in students 
-perhaps a classic block schedule would allow more success for all students, ours does not 
-we cover less material, grades are lower, students don't complete their homework, 
length of class is too long for their attention span 
-to make block schedule work well more teachers are needed to cover electives and 
regular classes so all required classes aren't put in the 1st or 2nd year of high school, 
students can't take electives, students have too long a time between required class and 
college classes to do any good 
-confusion on absentee days 
Strongly Do Not Recommend 
-the traditional schedule is better for my subject area 
-it is not a positive move for student academics, it is easier on the teacher in some ways 
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-to much content is lost, students given same grade for minimal work performance, testing 
for range of student knowledge is diminished 
-not being able to teach all the curricula of my courses 
-I may have an entirely different opinion if students are achieving much higher than I think 
they are, I will know in another year or 2 after standardized tests are given 
